An immersive, interactive
venue experience

Get ahead of your competitors by utilizing new
When it comes to event venues, experience
sells not only square meters. Let customers
explore and interact with the venue space or its
exterior surroundings through high definition,
immersive imagery. This cutting edge technology
offers full range VR coverage with high-quality
360-degree panoramic images, engaging interface
design and a high level of technical know-how.

The 360-degree panoramic virtual tour
is the perfect tool for hotels, event venues,
museums or any kind of tourist attractions to
showcase their brand and increase location expo
sure. By using unique methods and technologies,
the tailor-made, edited tours give visitors a smooth,
fluid experience. The high-quality panoramic HDR
images are ideal for websites, but it perfectly displays
on desktops, mobile devices or VR glasses as well,
including the use of interactive information points
and navigation options.

technologies that are crucial for digital marketing.
Customers demand innovative solutions to gather
information or find top-notch services, and a virtual
tour is the ultimate customer-centric sales tool:
it is convenient, fast, simple and affordable.
A captivating virtual package that helps you drive
sales and refresh the brand.

Site inspection has never been safer and
easier. Prospective clients can now discover
a venue or location in a contactless way from the
convenience of their homes or offices, anytime and
anywhere, as if they were just standing on the spot.

It is not a simple virtual tour, it is a complete
visual system packed with extensive information
and details. We can integrate external content
(marketing materials, links, videos, floor plans, any
documents, or hotel reservation pages) to facilitate
workflow and improve communication between
clients, visitors and the venue sales team.
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Complete virtual solutions
High-quality, tailor-made
360 virtual tours and presentations
Aerial photography
Drone 3D modeling
3D scan
Development of AR applications
Production of VR glasses with
a unique design
Animation, graphic design
Designing interactive interfaces
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Who we are
Special Effects International is a full-scale event production company with four decades
of global expertise. Teaming up with VR360, the specialist of unique visual imagery,
we offer a full package of cutting edge virtual services to venue and location partners.

www.speceffect.com

VR360
CARDBOARD
VIEWER

Explore the VR tour through
a custom-branded cardboard
VR viewer, that brings immersive
experiences to everyone in
a simple and affordable way.
The VR360 viewer is foldable and made of
corrugated cardboard. It’s a low-cost solution
that lets users try out VR technology with iOS and
Android smartphones. The product is secured
with matte/gloss finish (laminate) over the print
which makes the product sturdy and resistant
to dust and water. The personalized, mailable,
flat-packed headset with full-color branding is a
great marketing tool, a smart gift option or a useful
giveaway to let your clients virtually visit and walk
through your venue anytime, anywhere.
J ust one element - no velcro straps, glue
or double-sided tape

 igh-quality Biconvex 30mm lenses with
H
adjustable distance
Slide-in slot for mobile phone
 irect screen touch input - perforated cut-out
D
hole for the thumb at the bottom
Equipped with nose protection flaps
2 perforated cut-out holes at the sides
to connect headphones

 SLIDE-IN
SLOT
FULLY
CUSTOMISABLE

QUICK AND EASY
ASSEMBLY

SUPPORTS IOS &
ANDROID SMARTPHONES

 uick and easy assembly - ready to use
Q
in 40 seconds
 olds flat into a rigid box
F
(box size 16.5 cm x 7 cm x 2.2 cm) - perfect
for mailing and as a giveaway
 igh-resolution litho (offset) CMYK (full-color)
H
print on VR viewer & packaging box
 atte (standard) or glossy lamination (finish)
M
on VR viewer
Produced in Europe using safe raw materials
 upports iOS & Android smartphones with
S
screen size up to 6 inches
Minimum order (branded): 100 pcs

